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Lesson 3: Quality Assurance 

§ Quality Control Mechanisms  
§ Effects of Redundancy 
§ Schemes and Patterns for successful data acquisition 
§ The HPU 
§ Large Sample Project  
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Cheap and Fast – but is it Good?  

§ Systematic comparative evaluation of quality 
and cost of crowdworkers vs. expert 
annotators 

§ several tasks, example (on right)  for 
“affective text analysis” 

Main takeaways: 
§ experts are better but more expensive 
§ average of 4 crowdworkers needed to 

replace 1 expert 
§ controlling for label bias and quality helps 

Rion Snow, Brendan O'Connor, Daniel Jurafsky, and Andrew Y. Ng. 2008. 
Cheap and fast - but is it  good?: evaluating non-expert annotations for 
natural language tasks. In Proceedings of the Conference on Empirical 
Methods in Natural Language Processing (EMNLP-08). pp. 254-263.  
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Quality Control Mechanisms  

§ Reputation systems: stats about approval rate, hits completed etc.  
§ Qualification tests: user-defined tests 
§ Aggregation and redundancy: don’t trust a single worker, trust the crowd! 
§ Embedded gold standard data: trust is good, checking is better 
§ Second-pass reviewing: turk the turkers 
§ Economic incentives: bonus for agreement 
§ Statistical models: embrace the noise and attribute more weight to 

reliable crowdworkers 
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Behavioral Patterns of Malicious Workers 

§ s 

Gadiraju, U., Kawase, R., Dietze, S., Demartini, G. (2015): Understanding Malicious 
Behaviour in Crowdsourcing Platforms: The Case of Online Surveys. In: Proceedings of 
the ACM Special Interest Group on Computer Human Interaction (CHI 2015) 
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Indian Spam 

(2013) While there are certainly many high-quality workers outside the US, 
there is a certain segment of workers that join the market with the sole 
purpose of getting something for nothing. Especially after Indian 
workers became eligible to receive cash compensation (instead of just gift 
cards available to other non-US workers), the number of spam attacks 
from India went up significantly. 
 
 
 

Iperotis, P. (2013): Mechanical Turk account verification: Why Amazon disables so many accounts. http://www.behind-the-enemy-lines.com/2013/06/
mechanical-turk-account-verification.html 
https://rr.soe.ucsc.edu/sites/default/files/2010-davis.pdf 
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Typical Distributions of HITs per Crowdworker 

§ Just like anything else that is uncontrolled and unbound, distribution 
follows a power law: ~half of the people do only 1 HIT 

§ Quality and number of HITs does not correlate, but there are typical 
‘outliers’: high-volume scammers, low-volume tryouts...  
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$300 project: Acquire complex paraphrases 

§ Previous project: paraphrase candidates given 
§  reached agreement through formalizing/constraining the interface 
§ How to reach agreement for collection of paraphrases? 
§ high variability of correct answers 
§  thus, no ‘gold’ items 
§ how to reach high quality?  

§ Solution: use crowdworkers for validation! 

Tschirsich, M. and Hintz, G. (2013): Leveraging Crowdsourcing for Paraphrase Recognition.  Proceedings of LAW and 
Interoperability with Discourse, Sofia, Bulgaria, pp. 205--213  
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Paraphrase generation 

Crowdflower task design 
§ Short text chunks 
§ Verb phrases (most promising for paraphrasing) 
§ 3 to 8 words 
§ Extracted with NLTK chunking grammar 

 
 

§ Source corpus: MSRP (Microsoft Research Paraphrase Corpus) 
§ HIT: “Please paraphrase the given expression” 
§ Prevent bad input as good as possible 

NP:	{<DT|JJ.*|CD|PRP\$>*<NN.*>+}	
PP:	{<IN><NP>}	
Arg:	{<NP|PP>}	
Verb:	{<MD>?<VB.*>+<PRP|R.*>?}	
VerbPhrase:	{<Verb><Arg>} 
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Two/Multi-Stage Generation 

Simple multi-stage generation process as 
proposed by Negri et. al, 2012 
 
1.  Text chunks to paraphrase 
2.  Obtain crowd paraphrases 
3.  (Optional)  further iterations to increase 

lexical divergence 
4.  Use a validation task to filter bad data 

§ The validate step can have gold 
§ But generation step is just chance 
 

Negri, M., Mehdad,  Y., Marchetti, A., Giampiccolo, D., and Bentivogli, L. (2012): Chinese whispers: Cooperative paraphrase acquisition. In Proceedings of 
LREC’12, Istanbul, Turkey  
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Combined Task Scheme 

§ Combine generate / verify HITS into one 
atomic unit 

§  Initial generate 

§ Pair each generate HIT with validate HIT 

§ Use gold on validate to infer generate quality 
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Combined Task Interface (Crowdflower) 

§  In the combined setting, 
spamming on half of the HIT 
is still possible, but rather 
unlikely 

§ use JQuery rules to avoid 
copy-and-paste of the 
expression as well as empty 
text 

§ bad data caught early, bad 
workers can be blocked 
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Paraphrase validation 

§ Two possibilities 
§ Binary verification 
 ask the worker to make a binary decision Yes / No 
§ Semantic similarity rating 
 ask the worker to rate the similarity 

 
Choice depends on goal: 
§ binary is easier for agreement 
§ n-ary needs less judgments for converging graded score, but costs more 
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Complex Paraphrase Generation: Task investment 

§ Total funds $300 
§ 9 different tasks 
§ 4684 units 
§ 16552 judgments 
§ 1.8 ¢ / judgment 

§ Focus on verification 
§ Binary 
§ Semantic Similarity 
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Let’s Crowdsource:  
Align Definitions by Meaning 
WordNet: CONE#N 
§  1. (n) cone (any cone-shaped artifact) 
§  2. (n) cone, conoid, cone shape (a shape whose base is a circle and whose sides taper up to a point) 
§  3. (n) cone, strobilus, strobile (cone-shaped mass of ovule- or spore-bearing scales or bracts) 
§  4. (n) cone, cone cell, retinal cone (a visual receptor cell in the retina that is sensitive to bright light and to 

color) 

Wikionary: CONE#N 
§  1. A surface of revolution formed by rotating a segment of a line around another line that intersects the 

first line. 
§  2. A solid of revolution formed by rotating a triangle around one of its altitudes. 
§  3. A space formed by taking the direct product of a given space with a closed interval and identifying all 

of one end 
§  to a point. 
§  4. Anything shaped like a cone. 
§  5. The fruit of a conifer. 
§  6. An ice cream cone. 
§  7. A unit of volume, applied solely to marijuana and only while it is in a smokable state; roughly 1.5 cubic 

centimetres, depending on use. 
§  8. Any of the small cone-shaped structures in the retina. 
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Let’s Crowdsource!  
Now, How about adding these? 
Urban dictionary: CONE#N 
1. Metallic cone shaped item in a bong or pipe that the weed is burnt in. Another word for a ’bowl’. 
2. In memphis CONE means a junky or person who is always begging or asking for something or even a 
lame person 
3. A cone is the bowl of a bong where the weed is put. 
4. Cone-shaped life form, often orange but occasionally green and very rarely fluoro yellow. Often gathers 
with similar species around construction sites. Different species of cones are rarely found intermixed with 
one another. 
5. A joint of marijuana rolled on an angle making it a cone shaped 
6. A passenger on a cruise ship. 
7. a social reject. one who does not fit in, or is considered repulsive by others 

WordNet: CONE#N 
1. (n) cone (any cone-shaped artifact) 
2. (n) cone, conoid, cone shape (a shape whose base is a 
circle and whose sides taper up to a point) 
3. (n) cone, strobilus, strobile (cone-shaped mass of 
ovule- or spore-bearing scales or bracts) 
4. (n) cone, cone cell, retinal cone (a visual receptor cell in 
the retina that is sensitive to bright light and to color) 

Wikionary: CONE#N 
1. A surface of revolution formed by rotating a segment of a line around another 
line that intersects the first line. 
2. A solid of revolution formed by rotating a triangle around one of its altitudes. 
3. A space formed by taking the direct product of a given space with a closed 
interval and identifying all of one end 
to a point. 
4. Anything shaped like a cone. 
5. The fruit of a conifer. 
6. An ice cream cone. 
7. A unit of volume, applied solely to marijuana and only while it is in a 
smokable state; roughly 1.5 cubic centimetres, depending on use. 
8. Any of the small cone-shaped structures in the retina. 
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Design Pattern: Find-Fix-Verify 

Find-Fix-Verify splits complex crowd intelligence tasks into a series of 
generation and review stages that utilize independent agreement and 
voting to produce reliable results.  
Separate open-ended tasks into three stages: 
§ Find: Identify areas that need work / errors   

aggregate to determine what should be fixed 
§ Fix: Propose solutions to identified problems 

collect only a few alternatives 
§ Verify: Vote on the alternatives to find the best one 

Typically, enforce different workforce on the three stages 

Bernstein, M., Little, G., Miller, R.C., Hartmann, B., Ackerman, M., Karger, D.R., Crowell, D., and Panovich, K. (2010): Soylent: A Word Processor with 
a Crowd Inside. In Proc. UIST 2010. ACM Press. 
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The HPU = Human Processing Unit 

§ Humans as a first-class 
computational platform 

§ Can execute functions on HPUs that 
return values 

Davis, J., Arderiu, J., Lin, H., 
Nevins, Z., Schuon, S., Gallo, 
O., Yang, M.-H. (2010): The 
HPU. IEEE CVPR Workshop 
on Advancing Computer Vision 
with Humans in the Loop, 
2010. 
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Example: Accuracy of Bar Codes with CPUs and HPUs 

§  if combined in a good way, CPUs and HPUs help each other 
https://rr.soe.ucsc.edu/sites/default/files/2010-davis.pdf 
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Soylent: A Word Processor With a Crowd Inside 
http://projects.csail.mit.edu/soylent/  

§ Available as an 
Open Source 
project 

§ Check out their 
Video!  

§ Claimed error  
tolerance: 30%  
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Find-Fix-Verify  
in Soylent 

Shortn experiment: 
§ pricing: $0.08 per 

Find, $0.05 per Fix, 
$0.04 per Verify 

§ Average paragraph 
cost $1.41:  
§ $0.55 to identify avg. 

of two patches,  
§ $0.48 to generate 

alternatives and  
§ $0.38 to filter results 
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Soylent Shortn example 
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Find-Fix-Verify in Machine Translation 

§ Find: show automatically translated text and identify incorrect grammar or 
incorrect translation 

§ Fix: ask to re-translate the wrong ones 

§ Verify: select the best translation  
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Other Hybrid (HPU) Applications 

Hybrid Applications connect automation and human computation to 
achieve what none of their parts can do on their own.  
 
Further Examples: 
§ S. Cooper et al. (2010): Predicting protein structures with a multiplayer 

online game 
§ C. Hu et al. (2010): Translation by iterative collaboration between 

monolingual users 
§ T. Yan et al. (2010): CrowdSearch: Exploiting Crowds for Accurate Real-

Time Image Search on Mobile Phones 

Cooper S., Khatib F., Treuille A., Barbero J., Lee J., Beenen M., Leaver-Fay A., Baker D., Popović Z., Players F. (2010): Predicting protein structures 
with a multiplayer online game. Nature. Aug 5;466(7307):756-60 
Hu, C., Bederson, B.B. and Resnik, P. (2010): Translation by iterative collaboration between monolingual users. In Proceedings of Graphics Interface 
2010 (GI '10). Canadian Information Processing Society, Toronto, Ont., Canada, Canada, 39-46. 
Yan, T., Kumar, V., Ganesan, D. (2010): CrowdSearch: exploiting crowds for accurate real-time image search on mobile phones. In Proceedings of 
the 8th international conference on Mobile systems, applications, and services (MobiSys '10). ACM, New York, NY, USA, 77-90. 
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COMPLEX CASE STUDY:  
CROWDSOURCING WORDNET 

$10’000 Project 

Biemann, C. (2012): Creating a system for lexical substitutions from scratch using crowdsourcing. Lang. Resources & Evaluation Vol. 47, No. 1, pp. 
97--112. Springer. DOI 10.1007/s10579-012-9180-5  
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Word Senses and Keyword Search 

§ Ambiguous words have multiple senses, e.g. case (container/legal/...). 
Mostly, sense frequency distribution is highly skewed in both collection 
and queries. 

§ Almost impossible to determine intended sense in short keyword queries 
§ “query word collocation effect” (Sanderson 2000): Combination of query 

words disambiguate each other 

document space 
case 

legal carry 

court plastic 

Sanderson, M. (2000): Retrieving with good sense. Information Retrieval, 2(1):49-69 
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Word Sense and Index expansion 

§ Semantic Search: 
Synonym matching 
through index expansion 

§ Spurious matches in 
absence of  
disambiguation 

§ Word sense handling 
enables semantic 
matching without spurious 
expansions, e.g. “foreign 
relations” - “external 
links” 

WordNet 2.1:  
{n: college} British slang for prison 

document space 

case 

expect suitcase 

lawsuit 

carry 

Query: carry case 

WordNet 3.0:  
{v} bear, carry, gestate, expect 
(be pregnant with) 
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The Problem with WordNet 

§ Systematic polysemy, obscure senses, little data to learn triggers 
from, granularity unclear 

http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn  
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Building a sense labeled corpus 

For a considerable amount of high frequency target words, we want 
§ Sentences containing these words, grouped by target word meaning 
§ Substitutes of target words, grouped by target word meaning 
 
Desiderata: 
§ Distribution (and coverage) of senses should match the underlying 

corpus 
§ Senses to be grouped by same substitutes rather than real world 

entities or such.  
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Acquisition Cycle 
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Sample run 
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Sample run 
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Sample run 
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Sample run 
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Amazon Turk tasks 1 and 3 
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Current Resource in Numbers 
https://www.lt.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de/de/data/twsi-turk-bootstrap-word-sense-
inventory/  

§ 1012 words (top frequent nouns in English Wikipedia), all but 50 from 
trusted turkers 

§ $8.30 cost per word on average 
§ 2.4 senses / word  (WordNet: 6.3) 
§ avg. 100 sample sentences per sense 
§ 145’209 sentences with target word sense labels 
§ median: 10 substitutions per sense 
 
During this project, a pool of ~50 trusted workers was built: 
§ used small, low-paying tasks and see how people perform 
§ granted qualifications to reliable and high-volume workers 
§ notified them on new patches per email 
§ paid bonuses for high volume and for rewriting the instructions   
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Cycles until convergence 

  Avg: 1.56 
cycles per 
word 
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Quantitative Characteristics 
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Example for reliable matches ‘case’ 

case@@1: The states and trade unions involved in the <b>case</b> have divided the issues 
between themselves , with the lawyers for each party arguing a particular part of the overall 
argument .  

§  The states and trade unions involved in the <b>case</b> have divided the issues ... 
§  Pressured by Rawls , Landsman orders Bunk to charge the <b>cases</b> .  
§  The Caledonian garnered attention in 2003 over a court <b>case</b> entitled Caledonian - ... 
§  ... Dutch tax police had visited Moscow in connection with the <b>case</b> . 
§  If the <b>case</b> is brought to the federal court under diversity jurisdiction ... 
§  Its payment is the second largest in the <b>case</b> , exceeded only by the $ 2.6 billion ... 
§  .. First Amendment student free speech <b>case</b> argued before the Supreme Court ... 
§  ... supporters began forming organizations to publicize the <b>case</b> and raise money for his defense .  
§  Frequently , civil <b>cases</b> are bifurcated into separate liability and damages proceedings . 
§  The Shah Bano <b>case</b> , where the Supreme Court recognised the Muslim woman ' s right ... 
§  ... 
case@@2: For <b>cases</b> of fabricated evidence , the consequences can be wide ranging , 

with others working to confirm ( or refute ) the false finding , or with research agendas 
being distorted to address the fraudulent evidence 

§  Skeptics also point to historical <b>cases</b> in which flaws have been discovered ... 
§  ... , but Buffy does find herself with a " slight <b>case</b> of nudity. " 
§  In some <b>cases</b> , the larvae can develop on normal Drosophila lab ... 
§  ... helicopters may be used in <b>cases</b> where larger areas must be covered . 
§  ... , in the latter <b>case</b> only until an actual superior was elected or appointed .  
§  Such was the <b>case</b> on May 27 , 1780 , when a Swiss priest , ... 
§  In <b>case</b> a student is not content with the mark received , ... 
§  In this <b>case</b> , a door means a portal that connects one segment of a level to another ... 
§  ... , and as is the <b>case</b> generally in the world , the percentage of stamps ... 
§  ... ; in the <b>case</b> of adults , these are to be found on the underside of the thorax .  
§  ... 
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Error analysis (manual on 100 words) 

§  (4) Overlap or containment of one sense in the other leads to matching 
with two classes. An indicator of this is the number of set aside sentences 
in Task 3.  

§  (3) Systematic part-of speech tagger errors. E.g.:  ”back”. Turkers did not 
consistently mark POS errors as impossible (although instructed). They 
reliably distinguished among senses. 

§  (3) Conflation of senses. Despite differences in meaning, two senses (as 
perceived by us) had sufficient overlap in their substitutions to not get 
clustered apart (e.g. ”relationship”)  

§  (2) Oscillation of senses. Differences in the subjective judgment of turkers 
caused the sense inventory to oscillate between grouping and 
distinguishing senses, such as ”over the centuries” vs. ”the 16th 
century”. Larger teams help. 
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Minor senses 

§  (8) Minor senses in set aside sentences (sampling).  
Some minor senses in the domain did not make it into the sense 
inventory; however, the cases never represented more than 4% of 
sample sentences.  

§ Few substitutions for minor senses. Of the 834 senses distinguished in 
our experiment, 41 did not get any substitution with frequency ≥ 2 and 
142 senses did not record a substitution frequency of four or more.  

For most applications, we are not interested in minor senses. 
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Magazine: the solution 

§  [189 sentences ] magazine@@1   
  

Their first album was released by Columbia Records in 1972 , and they 
were voted " Best New Band " by Creem magazine. 

  
publication [42], periodical [32], journal [30], manual [9], gazette [5], 
newsletter [4], annual [3], digest [3], circular [2] 

§  [5 sentences ] magazine@@2    
 
Instead , the film is pulled through the camera solely through the power of 
camera sprockets until the end , at which point springs or belts in the 
camera magazine pull the film back to the take - up side. 
    
cartridge [6], clip [5], chamber [3], holder [3], mag [3], ammunition 
chamber [2], cache [2], loading chamber [2] 
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Application: Sense-based Substitution System 
https://www.lt.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de/de/software/twsi-sense-substituter/  
Darmstadt is a <target= “city" lemma= “city" sense= “city" c= “1.0" substitutions= “[town, 89] [metropolis, 50] 
[municipality, 40] [metropolitan area, 17] [urban area, 14] [village, 14] [urban, 13] [community, 12] [megalopolis, 12] [township, 

10]"> in the Bundesland ( federal <target= “state" lemma= “state" sense= “state@@3" c= “0.6666667" 

substitutions= “[government, 7] [province, 2]"> ) of Hesse in Germany , located in the southern 
<target= “part" lemma= “part" sense= “part@@1" c= “1.0" substitutions= “[portion, 21] [section, 21] [area, 17] [region, 15] 

[piece, 14] [component, 13] [segment, 11] [side, 8] [division, 6] [element, 4] [unit, 4]"> of the Rhine Main <target= 

“Area" lemma= “Area" sense= “area" c= “1.0" substitutions= “[region, 65] [zone, 24] [district, 22] [location, 21] [place, 19] 

[section, 17] [territory, 16] [field, 14] [part, 14] [vicinity, 14]"> . The sandy <target= “soils" lemma= “soil" sense= 

“soil@@1" x= “1.0" substitutions= “[earth, 26] [dirt, 23] [ground, 8] [loam, 6] [land, 3] [topsoil, 2]"> in the Darmstadt 
<target= “area" lemma= “area" sense= “area" x= “1.0" substitutions= “[region, 65] [zone, 24] [district, 22] [location, 21] [place, 

19] [section, 17] [territory, 16] [field, 14] [part, 14] [vicinity, 14]"> , ill-suited for agriculture in <target= “times" 
lemma= “time" sense= “time@@1" x= “0.5" substitutions= “[instance, 99] [occasion, 95] [period, 82] [moment, 60] [era, 50] [age, 

24] [event, 23] [point, 22] [occurrence, 17] [duration, 16]"> before industrial fertilisation , [ 2 ] 
prevented any larger <target= “settlement" lemma= “settlement" sense= “settlement@@1" x= “1.0" 

substitutions= “[colony, 21] [community, 19] [village, 12] [town, 8] [hamlet, 6] [establishment, 5] [habitation, 5]"> from 
developing , until the <target= “city" lemma= “city" sense= “city" x= “1.0" substitutions= “[town, 89] [metropolis, 50] 
[municipality, 40] [metropolitan area, 17] [urban area, 14] [village, 14] [urban, 13] [community, 12] [megalopolis, 12] [township, 

10]"> became the <target= “seat" lemma= “seat" sense= “seat@@1" confidence= “1.0" substitutions= “[position, 21] 

[post, 19] [place, 10] [spot, 10] [elected post, 7] [station, 5] [rank, 3] [chair position, 2] [seat of government, 2]"> of the 
Landgraves of Hessen. 
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YARN: use student volunteers for complex tasks 

§ Successfully 
crowdsourced “Russian 
WordNet” YARN 

§ Crowdworkers: 45 
linguistics students, 
unpaid volunteers 

§  1390 synsets; 970 of 
them contain more than 
a single word (253 
contain 2 words, 228 — 
3 words, 207 — 4, 282 
— 5+).  

§ Editors spent about two 
minutes on building a 
‘non-trivial’ synset on 
average 

Braslavski, P., Ustalov, D., Mukhin, M. (2013): A Spinning Wheel for YARN: User Interface for a Crowdsourced Thesaurus. Proceedings of the 
Demonstrations at the 14th Conference of the European Chapter of the Association for Computational Linguistics, pages 101–104, Gothenburg, Sweden 
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In a Nutshell: Learned in Lesson 3 

§ Quality assurance mechanisms 
§ Find-Fix-Verify design pattern for open-ended tasks 
§ The Human Processing Unit (HPU) as a computation device 
§ Large HPU project on crowdsourcing WordNet and lexical substitution 


